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ABSTRACT 
LIGHT MODULATORS AT k  GHz 
FOR CONTINUOUS WAVE SHORT RANGE LIDAR 
by Robert T. O'Hara 
Three types of microwave electrooptic modulators 
for Helium-Neon 632.8nm laser beams have been designed 
and tested. The modulators will be part of a contin- 
uous wave lidar system for noncontacting dimensional 
measurements in industrial production control. 
A theory of modulation, including degradation 
effects due to finite light transit time is presented. 
A method to measure degree of modulation from average 
light intensity is worked out. With 1 watt of micro- 
wave power, intensity modulation indices between 36% 
and 81+% are obtained. 
One particular goal that has been reached is the 
construction of a modulator that simultaneously modulates 
two laser beams with an identical microwave phase angle. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
This paper contributes to the development of a con- 
tinuous wave lidar system.  The purpose of the system is 
to determine differential changes in distance accurate 
to 25 micrometers.  A laser beam is intensity modulated 
at approximately 1+ GHz.  The phase angle of the modula- 
tion is measured in the light scattered from a target. 
This is related to target distance. 
For modulation, lithium tantalate electrooptic crys- 
tals are used in microwave resonant cavities.  A polar- 
ized laser beam traverses the crystal where it is first 
polarization modulated.  This is converted to intensity 
modulation with Nicol prisms.  The modulated beam is 
then split.  One portion travels to the target and back, 
the other is used for phase reference.  The reference and 
target beams are then detected using the heterodyne prin- 
ciple with a second modulator.  Light modulated at low 
frequency (difference frequency) is finally detected with 
photomultipliers. The phases of the reference and target 
beams are then continuously compared.  The phase differ- 
ence is a measure of target distance. 
Modulation and demodulation are of primary concern in 
this investigation.  The theory of electrooptic modula- 
tion, choice of the electrooptic crystal, design of the 
1 
microwave resonators, and the method of modulation meas- 
urement at k  GHz are specific topics of interest.  Sev- 
eral single and double crystal modulators using lithium 
tantalate have been built.  Phase modulation of .95 
radians has been achieved with 1 watt of microwave power. 
This corresponds to a modulation depth of 8lj.% in terms of 
light power. 
II.  BACKGROUND 
Several laser interferometers of extremely high reso- 
lution are commercially available.  Their main disadvan- 
tage is that all require retrorefleetors.  A diffusely 
reflective target destroys spatial coherence and therefore 
renders direct optical interferometry impossible. 
This system uses a microwave modulation riding on the 
laser beam in a similar way as direct interferometry.  In 
this way there is no need for retroreflectors. The dis- 
tance resolution, however, is reduced because of the much 
longer wavelength. 
Requirements for this device include:  accuracy to 25 
micrometers, continuous measurement, and low integration 
time per measurement.  However, the design, construction, 
and testing of the modulators are the major thrusts of 
the work reported here.  Based partially on past research 
in the field and on system needs, intensity modulators 
were designed and built. 
The modulation of laser light is a much researched 
field at present, especially for communication applica- 
tions.  Laser modulation involves the variation of some 
property of the light wave such as amplitude, frequency, 
phase, or polarization. The most widely used means for 
varying any of these parameters is the electrooptic 
effect in which application of an electric field to cer- 
tain nonlinear crystals changes the birefringence of the 
3 
crystal in proportion to the applied field. 
There are actually two different types of electrooptic 
effect.  The Kerr effect was discovered by John Kerr in 
1875 in liquids, although many crystals exhibit the effect 
as well.  The Kerr effect shows a birefringence propor- 
tional to the square of the applied voltage.  Another 
effect, the Pockels effect, shows a dependence directly 
proportional to the applied voltage.  Discovered by 
P. Pockels in 1893* "it can occur only in crystals that 
lack a center of symmetry, that is, lack a point through 
which every atom of the crystal can theoretically be re- 
fleeted to obtain the identical crystal structure." 
The number of publications in the field indicate that 
the Pockels effect is the more widely used means of elec- 
trooptic modulation.  The first useful Pockels cell was 
made in 19^9 from a crystal of potassium dihydrogen phos- 
•1 
phate (KDP) by Bruce H. Billings.   Since then, higher 
frequency electrooptic modulators have been built by 
I.P. Kaminowf'^'^ R. D. Standley,^ R. T. Denton,  and 
7 
Froome and Bradell1 to name a few.  The high frequency 
limit is essentially determined by the fact that the 
crystals represent a capacitive load to be driven at very 
high voltages.  Thus, strong currents occur and much 
power is lost in circuit and crystal. Therefore low 
dielectric loss and strong electrooptic effect are desir- 
able.  The best materials are currently lithium niobate 
h 
(LiNbO.) and lithium tantalate (LiTaO-). 
Our laser modulator design is presently in the fourth 
generation.  The first design was based on one by 
p 
Kaminow modulating lithium tantalate in a radial trans- 
mission line resonator at 1; GHz.  Subsequent designs con- 
tinued to use i\.  GHz as a modulating frequency but modu- 
lated two crystals in the same resonant structure and 
provided ports for D.C. bias of the crystals. The extra 
crystal is needed for the reference beam.  In the first 
of these double crystal modulators, the crystals were 
mounted in a high Q dielectric resonator.  Thereafter, 
the crystals were resonated using stripline structures, 
one of aluminum and the final of silver.  Thus, the unique 
aspect of this double crystal modulator is that it is cap- 
able of modulating two beams at the same frequency with an 
acceptable drive power. 
III.  THE ELECTROOPTIC EFFECT 
The linear or Pockels electrooptic effect results from 
the anisotrophy in certain crystals. This means that 
light polarized in one direction experiences a certain 
index of refraction, while polarization in a different 
direction cuases the light to propagate with a different 
velocity due to a different index of refraction.  In this 
section theories as relevant to the propagation of light 
through anisotropic media, the index ellipsoid, and the 
Pockels electrooptic effect will be discussed. > 
The propagation of light through any medium is proper- 
ly described by Maxwell*s equations.  The anisotropic 
crystal medium considered is non-conducting and magneti- 
cally isotropic, that is, the permeability/* , is equal 
to its free space value,y«0•  Maxwell's equations are 
therefore 
V • D = ft 3.1 
V • 1 = 0 3.2 
VxE = "l  9t^H) ■               3.3 
where I?, the electric displacement and, E*, the electric 
force are related by the permittivity, 6 * as 
D = € E 3.5 
In isotropic materials € is a scalar. 
The magnetic flux density, B, and the magnetic force, H, 
are related by the permeability, ^0 , as 
B = AH 3.6 
The direction of propagation of light energy is given by 
E x H which is perpendicular to the plane containing E 
and H.  For optical purposes, generally only the electric 
vector is considered.  In dealing with the electrooptic 
effect this will be sufficient.  Dielectric anisotrophy 
exists when the displacement and electric vectors are re- 
lated by a tensor of the second rank called the dielectric 
ft 
tensor as in equation 3«7. 
3.7 S mi 
Consequently the displacement and electric vectors are 
not in the same direction. 
In order to formulate a more definite relationship 
between the vectors in equation 3«7» a standard approach 
is followed,  assuming that the electric and magnetic 
energy densities used in isotropic media remain the. same 
in anisotropic media.  The electric energy density is 
and so 
= -§T [S V^ h  + h  V] 2** at     8* IK1 U*"k 1 ' *1 "k'J     3.9 
Furthermore, the Poynting vector also is assumed invari- 
ant and therefore defines the energy flux. The Poynting 
vector is 
3=- e  (ExH) 3.10 
4 JI 
The net power flow into a volume is found by taking the 
divergence of Poynting1s vector 
V • S = £_ V • (E x"if) 3.11 
4 * 
V
*S  =—a— f E- (Vx H) + H ' (Vac I)] 3.12 
How using Maxwell's equations 3*3 and 3«^ in equation 3*12 
the power flow is 
V -S = 7ir[^if-+s- -H-l 3.13 
The dielectric tensor relation of equation 3«7 can now be 
used in equation 3»13 to obtain 
8 
4 x I kl T«  *1 dt at]  3.11^ 
The first term on the right is the rate of change of the 
electric energy density and should therefore equal 
equation 3«9 
-JV IS \ * A ■ -Jr 5 u (E<A+ *A>    3.15 
J§ €kl (Ek =1 - *i "k> - ° 3.16 
where the dummy suffices, k, 1, can be interchanged such 
that V 
h ( *l " ^1 ) \ *i = ° 3.17 
^ 
=
 
€1* 3.10 
Equation 3.15 is therefore valid if equation 3.18 is true. 
o 
This implies that the dielectric tensor is symmetric. 
A symmetric second rank tensor has only six independent 
elements.  Equation 3«8 can be written in expanded form as 
".
=7-[^1 E12 + £22 E2* + €33 E32 + 8 23 h ". 8 *  I  * ' cc  C     J J  J    C J  c  3 
3.19 
+
 
2
*13 *i E3 + 2<rl2 E1 E2 
9 
By a proper rotation of the coordinate axes theae last 
three terms can be eliminated, such that 
W. 1 
8 h E 2+c B 2* € xax      y y   2 1 3.20 
These new coordinate axes, x, y, z are called the prin- 
cipal dielectric axes. The displacement and electric 
vectors are more simply related now by 
Bx <x o   0 E X 
uy — o   cy   0 «y 
D
* 
0    0     Cf B„ 
3.21 
and equation 3,20  can now be written 
A, 
€ 
X 
€ 
7 
€ 
z 8x W 
1— = 1 3.22 
= 1 
n n. 
3.23 
where nj   has replaced £.   and x,  y,   z have replaced 
D 78*VJ    ,  D /8*\tf    ,  D 78*V/    .    Note that the index of 
Jw     w    y     ©    Z     © 
refraction n^ is simply the square of the relative dielec- 
tric constant, <j.  Equation 3*23 is known as the index 
ellipsoid or the optical indicatrix where n. n- n. are 
x  y  z 
known as the principal refractive indices. This is a 
very important result which simplifies the understanding 
of equation 3«7«  It says that the electric vector and 
10 
displacement vector in general have different directions, 
unless, the electric vector coincides with one of the 
principal axes of the index ellipsoid or if the princi- 
Q 
pal indices of refraction are equal. 
To understand the relationship between all vectors, 
consider a monochromatic plane wave propagating in the 
crystal. This wave has a frequency,to  , and a phase 
exp $*> [t - n(r . s)/o] 3.21* 
where    OJ n/c = k,  the wave number,  and "s is a unit vector 
normal to the wavefront.     For a monochromatic plane wave 
the  "del" operator in Maxwell's equations can be replaced 
by  (-ju>n/c)s and  ( d/dt)  by j<** so that 
V
 
X
 *   =    o     ff   *D=-n(3xH) 3.25 
and Vx?=i   H^  * * =   n(TxE) 3.26 
According to 3*25 D, I* and H are mutually perpendicular. 
Equation 3.26 indicates that H is perpendicular to *E and 
"s. Thus, D, 3% and E are all in a plane perpendicular to 
H.  D and H constitute a transverse wave traveling in the 
direction of s.  Energy flow, however, from Poynting's 
11 
Theorem is in the direction of If x IT which is not parallel 
to s.  It also lies in the same plane as 15, "a, and £ but 
is perpendicular to U as in Pig. 3-1•  Thus, in a crystal 
one is concerned not so much with the direction of vibra- 
tion of E, but with the direction of vibration (polariza- 
tion) of 15, 
« s 
Pig. 3-1 : The relative orientation of "E, D, I?, 
s, aijd ExU where vectors 15, E, "5, and 
E x H are coplanar. 
since it is the direction of 15 x H which defines the di- 
rection of propagation. Note also that the energy flow 
E x H is no longer in the direction of propagation $• 
To determine the allowable polarizations of the dis- 
placement vector, a discussion similar to that of 
Zernike9 is followed.  Equations 3.25 and 3.26 can be 
combined to form 
5 ■ -n (s x H) = -ns z [n (f x £)]        3.27 
-n a x  (8 x E) 3.2a 
12 
or using the vector identity X x (§ x C) = 5(X • C) - 
C(A • B) 
D ■ n2 [f - ■ (T . B)J 3.29 
The x component of the displacement vector is 
D
x n
2
 [-2--sx(s. B)]        3.30 
or
 D_ =    Bx It  . ll 
'x "   j * i V - i 3-31 
''€ " 
V
n
2 
Also since if and s* are othogonal *s * 15 = 0 but 
-»   -*   2 
s • si = s _ , etc.  Thus 
2 2 2 
x     +     y     +     g     ■ 0 
V - V£    V - 1/£    Vn2 * V« z        3.32 
2 
This equation since it is quadratic in n has two in- 
dependent solutions n-, n~ which are the indices of the 
two independent plane wave propagations that the crystal 
can support. That is, there are two directions of vibra- 
tion of the displacement vector, fi| and T?2# To find 
their relative directions the dot product of 15^ and l£> is 
taken. 
x. 13 
D1 • D2 
It follows that 
3.33 
S,   .  D2 =  (s  . I)   (t^n.,)2  T ax2 
i^2-^2 [ 1/^-1/n.,2 
2 2 2 8 8 8 
°X    . T 
^7+* j 1/cx-1/n.,2      1/^-1/a,*      1/tfx-1/n22 
3.3^ 
where from 3*32 the two equations In the brackets are 
zero, thus 
S,   . J>2 = 0 3.35> 
This is to say that S_ and *&, are perpendicular to each 
other and to "a as before* Thus, an anisotropic crystal can 
transmit only waves linearly polarized on one of the two 
mutually orthogonal directions. Should the incident light 
not be polarized in one of these two directions, the re- 
spective components in these directions propagate through 
the crystal and in general are elliptically polarized upon 
exit from the crystal. 
A more informative view of wave propagation in the 
crystal is provided by the index ellipsoid shown in Figure 
3-2. The major axes of the ellipsoid are parallel to the 
x, y, and z directions whose respective lengths are 2n_, 
2n i and an  . The ellipsoid is used mainly to find the two 
indices of refraction and polarisation of D aaaooiated with 
a wave propagating in an arbitrary direction in the crystal' 
This ia done by finding an ellipse which intersects the el* 
lipaoid, and ia perpendicular to the direction of propaga- 
tion. A uniaxial crystal will be used for this discussion 
both for simplicity and because it ia the type of crystal 
of interest in this paper* A uniaxial crystal is one which 
is invariant to a rotation about the z axis, that is, two 
indices of the three are equal. This z axis also*forms 
the optic axis. It is defined such that a wave propagating 
in the z direction experiences the same index of refraction 
for all polarization directions. 
For a uniaxial crystal the index ellipsoid simplifies 
(x2 + y2)/nQ2 + z2/ne2 = 1 3.36 
where ne is referred to as the extraordinary index of re- 
fraction defined as that index in which the light propa- 
gates when "s is perpendicular to the optic axis. The light 
experiences an ordinary index of refraction, n, when the 
direction of propagation, Is, is parallel to the optic 
axis, z. If n \ n the crystal is said to be negative 
while if nQ7 n the crystal is positive. Figure 3-2 shows 
an ellipsoid of a positive uniaxial crystal with direction 
of propagation and allowed polarizations defined. 
15 
Pig. 3-2:  The Index Ellipsoid. 
The length of OA ia the index of refraction n (0) which 
varies from nQ if the wave propagates along the optic 
axis z, to n (90°) if the wave propagates in the x-y 
plane. OA also describes the direction of one dielec- 
tric displacement vector, D_(9).  The length of OB gives e 
the other index of refraction which is nM at all times o 
and the direction of the other displacement vector* D • 
The displacement vectors D (Q)  and D are always ortho- 
gonal. The index ellipsoid can be used in a manner equi- 
valent to solving equation 3.32 for the indices of re- 
in fraction.   This property, that the velocity of propa- 
gation of an optical beam in a crystal depends on the 
polarization of its displacement vector, is called bire- 
fringence . 
In addition to a natural birefringence in anisotropic 
16 
crystals due to the differences in the indices of refrac- 
tion, certain crystals exhibit changing indices propor- 
tional to an applied electric field.  This is referred 
to as the linear electrooptic effect.  This principle is 
often utilized to modulate the intensity or phase of a 
propagating light wave.  Since propagation characteris- 
tics in crystals are fully described in terras of the 
index ellipsoid, the effect of an electric field on the 
propagation is most easily expressed by describing the 
changes in the principal indices of refraction of the 
index ellipsoid.  If the equation of the ellipsoid in the 
presence of an electric field i3 taken as 
{-b)f+rto2 y2+(■«, *2+^ yz + k 
ii?\xz + 2(-Hxy = 1 
then for zero applied field, the above coefficients must 
11 
reduce to give equation 3.23.   Therefore 
(1/n2^ = 1/nx2    (1/n2)2 = 1/ny2   (1/n2>3 = 1/n^2 
(1/n2)^ = (1/n2)^ = d/n2)6 = Q 
when the applied field is zero.  The linear change in the 
coefficients due to an arbitrary electric field E (E , E_, 
17 
11 E ) is given by 
V n J±        j=1 
rij Ej 3.38 
The 6x3 matrix with elements r., is called the electro- 
optic tensor and relates the applied electric field to 
the change in index of refraction. 
In order to complete the analysis, it is necessary 
to consider a particular crystal. Lithium tantalate is 
used here.  This crystal has non-vanishing electrooptic 
tensor coefficients r- ~ = r2~, r-~, r22 = "rip = "r61 an^L 
12 
r.2 
=
 
r5i •   Equation 3*37 may now be rewritten using 
these coefficients. 
(1/n.2 . p^ + ri3Ez) x2 + <1/ny2 + r22Ey + r^,) y2 + 
(1/ni2 + r33Ez) z* + 2rh2E77Z  + 2Tk2Exx*  " 2p22V = 1 
3.39 
Since LiTaO- is a uniaxial crystal the z axis can be 
chosen as the optic axis such that nV = n' = n and n'   = 
•^ x   y   o     z 
n^.  If in addition, the electric field is chosen such 
that E= E= 0 and E = 0 the above equation reduces to 
(1/nQ2 + r13Ez) (x2 + y2) + (1/nQ2 + r33Ez) z2 = 1 
The total index of refraction in the x direction is 
3.1*0 
1/nx2 - 1/«o2 + rl3Ez 3.IH 
18 
which can be expressed in terms of a truncated power 
series 
nx =  (1/nQ2 + r13Ez)-1/2 = nQ - 1/2 n^r, ^ ♦  ... 
3.U2 
Similarly 
ny = nx 3.U3 
and 
n
z 
=
 
ne - 1/2 ne3r33Ez + ••• 3J* 
The new indices of refraction are, quite appropriately, a 
constant term (n or n ) plus a constant times the elec- 
trie field, E . The index of refraction on any of the 
three principal dielectric axes is linearly proportional 
to an electric field applied along the optic axis. Thus, 
for light propagating along y, the index ellipsoid appears 
as in Figure 3-3. The two allowable directions of vibra- 
tion of the displacement vector are along x and z. The 
indices of refraction are no longer n and n as in 
contour (a), but equation J>,\\2.  and 3»U4 respectively. For 
an applied field greater than zero the index ellipsoid 
is given by contour (b). Likewise, for a field less than 
zero the ellipsoid appears as contour (c). 
The application of an electric field to an electroop- 
tic crystal changes the phase velocity of light propagat- 
ing in the crystal.  Phase modulation results if the in- 
19 
Fig. 3-3: Optical Indicatrix for propagation 
along the y direction and applied 
field in the z direction. 
cident light is polarized along one of the principal di- 
electric axes.  Otherwise the components of the light in 
the direction of two of the dielectric axes are shifted 
in phase relative to each other. The light then becomes 
elliptically polarized and is said to be polarization 
modulated.  By placing a polarizer, crossed 90 degrees to 
the incident polarization, at the output of the crystal, 
intensity modulation results. 
In general there are two methods used to produce elec- 
trooptic modulation which depend on the orientation of 
the propagating light relative to the direction of the 
applied field.  Consider a crystal oriented as in Figure 
3-I4. with the electric field applied parallel to the di- 
20 
rection of light propagation.  If the light ia polarized 
along principal dielectric axis x, the phase modulation 
index is proportional to the field strength, E," times the 
11 
crystal length, 1.   The electric field thus develops a 
voltage along the crystal.  In this longitudinal mode of 
modulation, electrodes must be attached to the optical 
faces of the crystal which may interfere with the light 
beam. 
incident 
light r 
K 
Fl 
+ 
l 
4 
- I 
\ 
z eptic axis 
Fig. 3-lj.s Longitudinal Modulation. 
Transverse modulation is more desirable since the 
field is applied perpendicular to the direction of prop- 
agation as in Figure 3-5, with the crystal cut as in 
Figure 3-3.  The electric field is again applied in-the 
direction of the optic axis z, but now the light propa- 
gates along y.  The field developes a voltage across 
the crystal which is equal to the product of the field 
strength, E^, times the crystal thickness, d.  If the 
incident polarization is again along x, then the phase 
modulation index is proportional to this voltage, V», 
times the length, 1.  Therefore a longer crystal gives 
a better modulation index unlike the longitudinal case. 
21 
In addition, there is no problem with the electrodes in 
the transverse mode. 
Incident 
LlgEE ' Qv=u 
^7 
Fig. 3-5i    Transverse Modulation* 
Since phase modulation cannot be used for reasons 
discussed in section two the theory of polarization 
modulation using the transverse electrooptic effect is 
outlined. Again referring to Figure 3~5, the incident 
light is polarized at h&  degrees to the x and z axes 
for best modulation.  The light components in these di- 
rections are equal but propagate through the crystal 
with different velocities.  At first, the component in 
the x direction, E .is considered as 
E
x 
=
 
Eo exp j(£ot " kxy) 3.U5 
where co  is the frequency of the light and H,is the wave 
number equal to wn /c. Using this substitution for 
kx and equation 3.k2,   the phase of the electric vector 
is proportional to the modulation field applied in the 
z direction as 
22 
Ex = EQ exp j[a,t -(*>/c)( nQ - nQ3 v^  E^/2)y] 3.4$ 
When the light emerges from the crystal, it has traversed \ 
the length of the crystal, 1, and can be described by 
a constant phase term from the natural index of refraction 
plus a changing phase term due to the applied field 
Ex = EQ exp j (tot -u>T)0l/c  + cun03 i^ 3 ^l/2c)     3.U7 
Similarly, the z component is 
Ez = EQ exp j(wt - kzy) 3.1*8 
where k_ can be substituted for using equation 3,^1\.  such 
z 
that 
Ez = EQ exp  j(cut -  (*Vc)   (n0 - nQ3 r^ E^/2) y) 
3.49 
Again after traversing the crystal length 
Ez = EQ exp j(wt - c^nel/c*o>ne3 v^  Em 1/2 c) 3.50 
As the components emerge from the crystal, they add with 
a phase difference 
r=
 *z " +x 
=
 
tol(ne * no)/c ~ "^e3 r33 " no3 
r13) ^Zc 3.51 
The first term describes a constant phase shift due to 
the natural birefringence which is generally undesirable. 
The second term describes an induced shift depending on 
the applied electric field, E*. The phase shift can 
therefore be defined in terms of a constant and a time 
23 
varying component as 
r-r + r 
A* 3.52 
where 
r =  (a,/2c)   (ne3 r33 - nj r^)  E^l ain toj      3.53 
and 
r = <o\  (ne - nQ)/c + B 3.5k 
The variable B represents an externally applied D.C. 
voltage to bias the crystal and thus compensates for 
natural birefringence. The modulating frequency is 
defined as co„» m 
The polarization modulated light is therefore ellip- 
tically polarized tracing out a helix as it propagates* 
By placing a polarizer at the output as shown in Figure 
3-6, the polarization modulation can be converted to 
intensity modulation. 
The intensity of the light can best be investigated 
by considering the phase shift as due to only one compon- 
ent of the light. If light of amplitude, A, is incident 
on the crystal surface at kS  degrees as in Figure 3-6, 
4 
„K!I_ 
i 
V ^ 
Fig. 3-6s Polarizer Orientation. 
2k 
the intensity of the light can be shown to be 
I± = A
2 3.56 
where the components of the light at the crystal surface 
are 
Eix = A/^~ exp icJt 3*57 
Eiy = A//Z" exp jo>t 3.58 
Upon emerging from the crystal, the components of the 
phase shifted light are 
Eox = A/^*~ exP J wt ' 3.59 
E
oy = A/^2" exP J(*^t + T ) 3^60 
The output of the crossed polarizer is given by 
Eo = Eoz sin (,t/^) " Eox cos (*W 3'61 
which follows from Figure 3-6.  The output intensity now 
can be shown to be 
\  = Eo * Eo* 3.62 
I0 = Af (e'-DCe'-i) 3.63 
or 
I 2 = A2 sin2 ( r/2) 3.6I4. o 
A transmission factor, S, can now be defined as a ratio 
of output to input intensities as 
2 S = I0/I± = sin* (r/2) 3.65 
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This equation is plotted in Figure 3-7. Also shown in 
this figure is the process of intensity modulation. The 
crystal is usually biased suoh that the constant terra, /"* 
is equal to */2 since this gives the most linear modus 
lation. The total phase shift is thus 
where 
r =  */2 + Pm  sin co  t 3.66 m 
rm = « <ne3 r33 - %3 r13) V/2e       3/6? 
is the magnitude of the time varying phase shift, P 
can also be rewritten in terms of a modulating voltage 
as 
rm  = <«/2o) (ne3 P33 - nQ3 r,3) 1 Vn/d  3.68 
where V_/d has replaced E .  The voltages plotted in 
Figure 3-7 indicate the phase shift which results for 
the appropriate modulating potential.  V(*) indicates, 
for example, the voltage needed to obtain a phase shift 
of it . With a bias of */2 being used, P   is related 
m 
to V(x) by 
^m= *VV<*> 3.69 
Since a total phase shift, P,  of more than x is ambig- 
uous, P   in this case should not exceed */2, or V 
m m 
should not exceed V(x)/2. In order to more fully under- 
stand the situation, suppose p    is */2. Then the 
m 
output intensity of the laser beam would be sinusoidally 
changing from extinction to maximum brightness every 
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half cycle. A smaller /"^ would thus not produce full 
extinction or maximum brightness. 
In some cases it may be necessary to bias at either 
V(0) or V(*) on the transmission curve. The time vary- 
ing phase shift may then use the full x range of f*, 
that is, /T may in these cases be as large as x• If, 
for example, a bias of V(0) is chosen and [*   is equal 
to x then as V swings from V(x) to V(-x) and returns 
to V(x), where V(x) = -V(-x), the transmitted intensity 
will be changing twice as fast as in the xfe  bias. In 
other words, the modulation frequency is doubled. In 
this mode of operation more modulating power is 
required. 
The important points of this section can be summar- 
ized in terms of obtaining the most efficient electro- 
optic intensity modulation. Light incident to the 
electrooptic crystal should be polarized at \\$  degrees 
to the two allowable directions of polarization. This 
will produce the maximum phase shift for a given applied 
voltage. The resultant polarization modulation can then 
be converted to intensity modulation by placing a polar- 
izer at the output with its transmission axis rotated 
90 degrees to the incident direction of polarization. 
Finally, a constant bias phase shift of */2 should be 
selected for maximum intensity change per change in 
applied voltage. 
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IV. THE ELECTROOPTIC MATERIAL 
It is not a simple task to choose the best electro* 
optic crystal for a particular application. Constraints* 
imposed on the crystal by its application, limit the sel- 
ection of available crystals. Several critical proper- 
ties should be considered. In this section, relevant 
electrooptlc crystal properties will be presented, the 
pros and cons of the chosen crystal will be desoribed 
and the choice of the crystal dimensions will be con- 
sidered. 
Some of the more important properties of eleetro- 
1 ^ 
optic crystals are listed from Milek J  below: 
a) The eleotrooptio coefficient (r) relates the in- 
duced birefringence to the applied electric field. 
b) The index of refraction (n) determines the speed 
of light in the crystal and the reflective losses 
at the crystal surface. 
c) The spectral region of the crystal must be con- 
sidered. 
d) The relative dielectric constant («p) which deter- 
mines the capacitance of the crystal and the mod- 
ulating frequency limitations. 
e) The crystal growth techniques determine the avail- 
ability of crystals of good optical quality* 
f) The hardness of the crystal determines the resist- 
ance to strain during cutting and polishing* 
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g) The solubility of the crystal is important for use 
in specific environments. \ 
h) The photoelastic and piezoelectric properties deter- 
mine the frequency of undesirable piezoelectric 
resonances, 
i) The thermal conductivity determines unwanted bire- 
fringence due to the thermal gradients in the 
crystal from electrical or optical sources, 
j) The figure of merit ( n^r ) is an indication of the 
electrooptic efficiency. 
Figure I4.-I lists some of the commonly used electrooptic • 
crystals and their important material parameters. KDP 
and ADP are hygroscopic which makes them difficult to han- 
dle. They also have low figures of merit which is undesir- 
able.  BaTiO- is much more temperature dependent than  \ 
12 LiTaO, and LiNbO-. Kaminow and Turner  indicate that 
these latter crystals are preferable to BaTiO, simply for 
ease of handling and availability. The only differentiat- 
ing factor between LiTaO- and LiNbO- is that LiNbO^ begins 
to exhibit optical damage at approximately 1mW. LiTaO-, 
p 
on the other hand, has operated up to 10mW without damage. 
Thus, LiTaO., seems currently to enjoy the most popularity 
for use in electrooptic modulators. 
« 
Lithium tantalate is used in this application. It 
is a hard crystal therefore permitting easy handling and 
good optical quality. It is insoluble in water and dilute 
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acids. Also, compared with KDP, LiTaO- requires approxi- 
mately twenty times less drive power.  Such a quality is 
desirable since at microwave frequencies power is expen- 
sive. This ferroeleotrio crystal has a Curie temperature 
of about 660 degrees centigrade and is rhombohedral with 
point group symmetry, 3m, below this temperature. The 
crystal is uniaxial with indices of refraction as listed 
in Figure lj.-1 • It has non-vanishing electrooptio tensor 
components r-* s r^o, **»«» x*22 = "r12 s "r61* an<^ *UP  " 
r^1 although only r,.. and r~-t as listed, are relevant to 
the crystal orientation presented in section three. 
One drawback of using lithium tantalate is its large 
temperature dependence on the natural birefringence. 
1 "\ According to Milek ■* the temperature variations arise 
primarily from the extraordinary index of refraction. 
The change in birefringence per degree centigrade is 
given by 
d(ne - nQ)/dt = I4..7 x 10"5 /°C lj..1 
at 6320 2 and lj.0o C. This causes a change in the phase 
shift of 
dT/dt = (^1/c) d(n -n )/dt = 1.96 rad/°C 
for a crystal length, 1, of 2|..2 mm. These large temper- 
ature effects tend to shift the bias point of the crystal 
as the crystal and resonator heat up. A practical solu- 
tion to this problem is to use two crystals in series 
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rotated by 90 degrees thereby canceling the natural bire- 
fringence, * However both orystala must still be kept 
at the same temperature. Also additional optical 
adjustment and aperature problems arise if the beam has 
to be put through two small crystals in series. Temp- 
erature problems may prove to be less than oritioal in 
the overall system sinoe in the present modulator design 
(see section five) temperature effects due to RP heating 
seem to stabilize after reaching some ambient 6perating 
condition. 
Piezoelectric and photoelastio effects can introduce 
secondary electrooptic effects at certain frequencies if 
1 % the crystal is not mechanically constrained. Milek J  and 
Chen ^ suggest that the crystal be clamped and modulated 
at a frequency much higher than the elastic resonant fre- 
quency which is of the order of 1 MHz. 
Finally, there are practical considerations which 
limit the size of the crystal. The crystal dimensions 
must be chosen to optimize the phase shift while minimiz- 
ing the power input. An electrooptic crystal represents 
a capacitive load with the capacitance given by 
C
 
=
 
co cr lw 
 3 fc.3 
where 1 is the length of the crystal, w is the width, and 
d is the thickness in the direction of the applied field. 
c„ is the relative dielectric constant of lithium r 
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tantalate equal to I4.3. Also from equation 3.66* it oan 
easily be seen that d should be chosen small to maximize fjj^. 
However* sinoe a laser beam of finite thioknesa must pass 
through the crystal, the crystal should be large enough to 
contain the beam. The width of the crystal oan be selected 
as small as the thickness sinoe the beam oross seotion is 
circular. A lower capacitance thereby results which gives 
a higher electric field strength in the crystal for a given 
power. The minimum width and thickness can be determined 
by examining the Gaussian beam relationships governing 
the passage of the laser beam through the orystal. 
A 
Figure lj.-2: Gaussian beam distribution 
inside the crystal. 
Figure U.-2  shows the appropriate dimensions for this 
Gaussian beam analysis. R is the radius of the beam phase 
front. The beam diameter 2w(s) is defined by 
31*. 
V  ■ 
tflFPT' w(z) =1/2 fb + a z2]    16 4-4 
where Q   » 2*n/l» n is the index of refraction, b and a 
are real constants, When z = 0, w^z) « ir(0) » 2b/ 0oa. 
From the figure above 
tan<* = dw(z)/dz = w(z)/R 4»5 
where the derivative follows easily as 
dw(z)/dz = 2az/(3Qb w(z) 4-° 
The radius of curvature can now be determined as 
R = w2(z)/(2az/(30b) = (b/a)2/z ♦ z 4-7 
Letting K = b/a and rearranging equation Ij—7 gives 
K2 = (R - z) z 4-b" 
where R = 1 and z should equal half the crystal length 
K2 = (1 - 1/2) 1/2 
K = 1/2 fc.9 
Now the beam radius at z = 1/2 is 
""      1^.10 
4.11 
w(l/2) = • |/w2(0) + (2a/(30b) 2P Cl/2)  
It follow* s that 
w(l/2) = » w(0) |/l + (al/2b)2 
? 
However 
K = b/a = 1/2 = w2(0) (*Q/2 
Therefore 
w(l/2) = = /T w(0) 
1^.12 
4.13 
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and the minimum crystal diameter is 
dmin = 2w(l/2) = 2 YT  w(0) li»1l|. 
or upon substituting from equation I4..I2 
d1Qin =VU^l/xn 1I-.15 
It is convenient to multiply this minimum thickness by some 
number PS1 so that the laser beam more than just passes 
through the crystal. This number P is called the safety 
"12 factor by Kaminow.   A larger safety faotor makes it easier 
to pass the beam through the crystal. Thus 
d = PVMl/*n' ^.16 
Discussion of the optimal crystal length is included 
in the next section because it is integrally related to the 
cavity design. However, for completeness in this section 
on the crystal, the dimensions chosen were w = d ■ .5 mm 
and 1 = lj..2 mm. These crystal dimensions indicate that 
the safety faotor is quite large at 12.7. If it were 
possible, a smaller thickness would have been preferable, 
but constrained by the crystal manufacturer to .5 mm for 
the smallest dimension, this proved to be the dominant 
consideration. 
In summary, lithium tantalate was chosen as the elec- 
troopj&io crystal because of its low power consumption, 
hardness, solubility, and large electrically induced 
birefringence. The crystal dimensions were chosen in 
accordance with the crystal maker*s constraints. Photo- 
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elastic and piezoeleotric problems were eliminated by 
clamping the crystal and modulating well above the elastio 
resonant frequency. Temperature dependence of the bias 
point, while still a problem, did not seem to be critical 
after thermal equilibrium was reached. 
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V DESIGN OF THE RESONATORS 
In order to modulate laser light at microwave frequen- 
cies, an electrooptio crystal is usually mounted in a res- 
onant cavity. The material, size, and shape of the cavity, 
in addition to the length of the crystal, determine the 
exact resonant frequency and the electric field strength 
throughout the crystal. In this section, the effect of a 
finite light transit time is considered.  Subsequently, 
the designs of the resonant cavities are presented. 
The finite transit time causes a reduction of the 
maximum achievable phase shift in an electrooptio crystal. 
This effect sets a limit on the crystal length due to the 
amount of time the light spends in the crystal in relation 
to the period of the modulating electric field.  Consider- 
ation of this transit time factor for a given frequency 
and applied field strength leads to an optimum crystal 
length for maximum phase shift. Although our first reson- 
ant cavity was based on a modulator built by I. P. Kaminow 
of Bell Laboratories, his transit time faotor was not fol- 
lowed. He assumed a standing wave pattern in the crystal 
which is not directly applicable to our case. This faotor 
he calls Q , is derived in the appendix. To determine a 
transit time for this case, the phase shift from equations 
3.66 and 3.6b* should be reconsidered first. The tine 
varying phase shift is 
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AJ 
\ 
r*    [« (n62 r33 - nj r13>/2o] 1 Vn coa <oJ    5.1 
The eleotrio field is applied to the crystal such that it 
is uniform throughout the crystal at any given instant 
of time. Consider some amount of light in a segment of 
the crystal, dx, which as it travels this distance is phase 
shifted by an amount 
d/* = KV cos UJ  t dx 
_ro     m 5.2 
where K is the bracketed term in equation 5.1. This 
consideration is illustrated in Figure £-1• 
Inoident 
Light  ' 
Electrode 
KLeotrooptio 
Crystal 
Electrode 
Hd*h- 
1 O 
v,s,v 
y 
Fig* 5-1t Transit Time Model 
As this light continues to travel through the orystal the 
phase shift over any dx is a function of time. If the 
light entered at some time t = t1# and has traveled a dis- 
tance x, the phase shift it experiences at any dx is given 
by 
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d
 F  s ^m c°8 ^m (t1 * ^i)  te        5'3 
where v^ is the velocity of light in the crystal. The 
total phase shift, /"* may be found by integrating over the 
crystal length, 1, such that 
AJ 1 
^
=
 ^J»  7 cos o^m (tt + x/vL) dx S.k 
r=Wm  Bin <^  (^ +x/vL)   x 5.5 
"*     ^V^T o 
/*" ^m f sin (toft f cuml/vL) _ sin cy, i  5-6 
d
  
l
     '^L <VVL J 
Using the trigonometric identtity 
sin A - sin B = 2 cos *s(A + B) sin %(A - B)    5.7 
equation 5*6 simplifies to 
?*=  KVm 2 sin (6>nl/2vL)  cosCc^t, + **>ml/2*h) 
T   *VVL 5.8 
The magnitude of /"* can be written as 
/^ = ( KVm 1/d )  sin 0 /e 5.9 
where 8 is equal to CJ^/Zv,,    The sin 0 /e term is 
called the transit time factor. Also V is in some way m ^ 
linked to the voltage, V, which is externally applied to 
the resonator. 
In order to maximize the phase shift obtainable with 
a given applied voltage, a more detailed investigation of 
the resonator as a circuit is necessary. Approximating 
the microwave resonant cavity by a lumped circuit as in 
Figure 5-2, the input power at resonanoe is given by 
P
 
a
 
Vm2 / 2% 5.10 
«>   Lfe   C=J= iv P J > 
Pig* 5-2: Circuit model of the resonant cavity. 
The capacitance of the cavity comes primarily from the 
crystal and is given by 
where the width and thickness of the crystal are equal 
and cancel from the equation. The quality factor of the 
parallel resonant circuit is 
<*= "m
RpC = ^mRp(£oer1)       5.12 
and using equation 5*10 
vm 'V^ = V2PQA*md:o<:ri' 5.13 
Inserting this voltage into equation 5*9 the phase shift 
becomes 
rm = lK/&ry/&Q/u,mc0er' [ yT sin • /e|5.ii^ 
Assuming that the quality factor is independent of length, 
the term in brackets above is to be maximised for best 
modulation efficeincy. This has been plotted in Figure 
5-3 versus crystal length, 1. The figure shows that a 
c 
© 
(2ABao*9UI> © / e uTStIJi 
V. 
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maximum is obtained fop a oryatal length of 12.75 ■■»• The 
term VT sin 0 /Q  is then equal to .689 m* where sin • /• 
is (.79) and is defined as the transit time faotor 7*. 
There are reasons why a smaller crystal is a better choice. 
A crystal this long xtith a thickness of one-half milli- 
meter would be very susceptible to breaking. Also, the 
cavity size would have to be increased considerably for a 
crystal this long, not to mention the added difficulty 
of alignment and laser beam size. A crystal length of 
I[,2 mm therefore was chosen which reduces the term /XT' 
to only 70 percent of the maximum .089 m*. This corres- 
ponds to a 7* of .98. Equation 5.1^ can be written now 
in terms of the transit time faotor and the applied voltage 
rm = Kvmri/d 5.15 
In designing the resonant cavity, the electrooptio 
crystal should contain most of the electric field and that 
field should be uniform throughout the crystal. The higher 
the electric fields in the crystal, the larger will be the 
obtainable phase shift. The first resonant cavity designed 
was based on a modulator by I. P. Kaminow.  This is a 
radial transmission line resonator which uses a single 
crystal. Two circular conducting plates shorted together 
at the outer radius are loaded capacitively by the orystal 
at the center. The crystal is attached with silver epoxy 
to a cylindrical rod which is narrowed to the crystal width 
at one end. The rod with the crystal can be inserted into 
s 
the cavity where the other side of the crystal is pressed 
to a similar polepieoe, but one which is permanent. These 
features are shown in Figure 5-lj.. The crystal should be 
pressed tightly in plaoe to suppress piezoelectric reson- 
ances mentioned in section four. 
T" 
magnetic 
coupling 
loop 
Fig. 5-k*    Radial Transmission Line Resonator 
(all views are cross-sectional) 
The lowest E-type mode is used which is circularly 
symmetric about the z axis with the electric field having 
its only component in the z direction. In the unloaded 
resonator, the electric field has no variation in the z 
direction. The only magnetio field component is in the 
<*> direction corresponding to a radial current 
2xr H^ traveling outward on one plate and inward on the 
kk 
other. This current also flows over the surface of the 
outer and inner radius walls as in Figure 5-S* 
J
r(r) 
Fig* 5-5* Current flow J(r) in the resonant 
cavity. 
The field solution may be found if the geometry of 
this cavity is treated as if it were of ciroular eylindrl- 
17 1B 
cal symmetry. Following the standard approach '•  the 
wave function can be reduced to a function of the radius 
R(r) such that the wave equation is 
I -2_ (r3R(r)/ar) + (k2 - m2/r2) R(r) » 0 
r  ar 5.16 
—i 
where ra = 0,  1, 2,  3, k = co/c.    This equation has two 
solutions in the form of Hankel functions 
H*1 (^ = Jm(kr) + jNn(kr) 
H^Ckr) = Jm(kr) - JNm(kr) 
V. 
5.17 
5.18 
J (kr) and N (kr) are Bessel functions of the first and m       m 
second kind respectively. The first of these equations 
represents an inwardly traveling wave while the second 
represents an outwardly traveling wave. At resonance the 
inward and outward waves form a standing wave pattern 
consistent with the boundary conditions given by the inner 
k5 
and outer cylinders. Using equations 5.17 end 5*18 the 
eleotrio field may be written as 
Ez * [^(J^kr) + jH0(kr))+ E2U0(kr) - JH0(kr))]e^* 
5.19 
where it is required that Ez = 0 at the outer radius* rQ 
so that 
VJo(kro> + jNo(kro)) + E2(Jo(kro> " SK0ikr0))  - 0 
5.20 
Let the ratio E~ to EL  be defined by 
6=
*2    = JQC^Q)  * JVtoo> 5.21 
*1        3«o^0J - J0llDf0) 
The electric field can now be written as 
Ez = E1 [ Jo(kr) + JNo(kr) +  6(J0(to») - jH0(kr))]eJft,t 
5.22 
The magnetic field H^ may be found using Maxwell *s equa- 
tions 
J*V%  3r 5.23 
or 
H
* = 5     k   E^Ckr) + JN§(kr) +6(^(10?) - 
*V"o 
jM^kr))] eJwt 5.21*. 
where the subscripts on the Bessel functions indicate a 
derivative has been taken. 
Since the field equations for E and H. are now 
known, the resonant cavity can again be considered as a 
H^ = _1   _^_z 
lumped circuit element. The dimensions of the oavity osn 
be obtained by setting the oapaoitive impedanoe equal to 
the inductive impedanoe at reaonanoe. These impedanoes 
must first be found. 
The capacitance arises primarily from the crystal 
although the aluminum oavity does contribute some parasitio 
capacitance in parallel. A rough estimate of this para- 
sitic capacitance is 
Cp e * £ oro2/n 5.25 
In this estimate it is assumed that the effective capaoit- 
ance is equal to the capacitance between the top and bottom 
surfaces of the resonator. In reality, only the central 
regions contain strong electric fields but since the mount- 
ing posts produce an increased value of the capaoitanoe, 
the overall capacitance may be described by equation 5*25* 
The total capacitance is 
CT = C + *£0r02/h 5-26 
The capacitance due to the crystal is 1.6 pF while the 
parasitic capacitance can be shown to be .38 pP. The 
oapaoitive impedanoe may therefore be defined as 
K B      1 5.27 
The inductive impedance may be defined as a ratio of 
the voltage at the Inner radius to the current at the inner 
radius as 
^ = V/I = Ez(r1)h/2Jrr1 H^ {r±) !>.2B 
where B (r^) and H^ (r.) refer to the respective fields at 
the Inner radius. Inserting equations 5*22 and 5«2k into 
5.28 
Zj, = .^/^h J0(kr±) + jH (kr±) + 6U0(kr±) " ^Ho(kri)) 
5.29a 
To simplify notation let J  indicate J (kr ) and JT.J. 
indicate ^(kr.), etc. Then 
ZT = "A^ t
Jol-f3Mol)t-Joo*JJ'o0)+tJol-31»ol)(J00*Jll00)S.29b 
[-JooJoi+JHooJol-JJooHoi-Hoo1'oi+JooJoi+l,IooJolJ 
^^ r-Joo*1 i+JHooJ11" JJooMU-Hooll1 l+JooJ1 i^ooV 
JJooH1i+HooH1i 
5.29o 
ZL=    Hph ^COQJQI  -  J0oM0l) 
T25^  ««ooJ1i " JooH1i»       5.29d 
where r|0 = ^A/k has been substituted.  |) is the free 
space impedance equal to 376.7 O* To simplify the remain- 
der of this approach it is best to choose the inner and out* 
er radius while leaving only the height, h, of the cavity 
to be specified by the equations. The inner radius was 
chosen slightly larger than half the crystal lengthy 2*3 am* 
The outer radius was made three tines the inner radius* 
6.9 mm. Using the appropriate values of the Bessel func- 
tion, 5.29d reduces to 
^ = (.2131^)  1\0h/12**± 5.29e 
Equating 5.29e and 5*27*  (Zj^ to ZQ) 
(.213^)llon/J2,rpi = 1/jam(0  *   €o*ro2/n)    5m3° 
and solving for h 
h = (2^^.213^00^ "    do^ro2) /C 5*31 
h = 3*61j. ram. 
This cavity height should therefore he appropriate for the 
cavity to resonate at k GHz. For simplicity, the cavity 
height was rounded down to 3.^-5 mm., one-half of the 
outer radius. 
In addition to the crystal inside the resonant cavity, 
a second crystal is introduced into the optical path. This 
eliminates the need for a Bablnet Soleil compensator for 
proper biasing. By rotating the optic axis of the mioro- 
wave resonant crystal, the natural birefringence of the two 
crystals cancels. This set-up is shown in Figure 5-6* 
Although the temperature of the two crystals may differ, 
which changes the natural birefringence, a D.C. field 
applied to the second crystal can compensate for the 
difference as well as establish the proper bias point. 
At this point in our research it was decided that a 
a 
optic axis. 
O' 6 
DC. crystal Microwave  orystal 
Fig. 5-6t Orientation of bias and resonant crystals 
and the corresponding indices of refrac- 
tion* 
reference beam and a target beam would nave to be demodu- 
lated at the same frequency using electrooptio crystals, 
and at exactly the same phase angle* The most convenient 
method was to use a cavity which was capable of resonating 
the two crystals at the same time* Two designs were tried 
for this purpose* 
The first of these designs used a high Q dielectric 
material, barium titanate (Ba2Tig020), of cylindrical shape, 
but cut in two pieces. The crystals were mounted as shown 
in Figure 5-7* The dielectric was then glued to a glass 
coverslide with the glass notched out of the optical path. 
This was then mounted inside an aluminum housing. The 
microwave power was coupled into the magnetio fields using 
a loop placed between the two crystals. The magnetic fields 
looped around the crystals inducing the electrio field in 
the dielectric* This same electrio field was looated in 
the crystals. The quality factor of this resonator was a 
factor of ten greater than the radial transmission line 
resonator, but the required power was larger and this 
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approach was dropped. 
'ZrcoupllAg loop 
crystal 
dielectric 
~    ^* Coverslide 
Fig* 5-7* Dielectrio Roaonator 
The second double crystal modulator was designed sim- 
ilar to the first, but instead of the dielectric, an 
aluminum a trip line was used as shown in Figure 5-8a. The 
microwave power is again coupled by using a loop plaoed 
between the crystals. The magnetic fields are a mflrlimroi 
at the center of the stripline and fall to zero through 
the crystals as shown in Figure £-8b. These magnetic fields 
induce currents, which are relatively constant, on the 
conductors. These currents charge up the capacitive crys- 
tals at antiphase. The electric field distribution is 
shown in Figure 5-8o as a maximum in the crystals and falls 
to zero at the center of the stripline. The circuit 
representation is shown in Figure f>-8d where the inductor 
represents the transformed impedance of one crystal seen by 
the other crystal. The transformation of a orystal by a 
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a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
-L 
J 
\— i-H-—i-H 
Fig* 5-8: a. Stripline Resonator; b. Magnetio 
Field; o. EL©otrie Fieldi d. Equiv- 
alent Transmission Line Circuit 
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distance L is an apparent short while transforming it a 
distance 2L makes it look inductive, thereby, reasonating 
the stripline structure. The transformation distanoe, 
x=2L, can be found by considering the transmission line 
19 equation 
zin   h> *  JZo tan <?* 
Z0  " zo + JZ^ tan |?x       5.32 
where Z. is the load impedance due to the capacitor, 
Zj  is the transformed inductive impedanoe at a distance 
x, ft  is the wave number and Z_ is the characteristic im- 
*  . o 
pedance of the line given by 
zo " lo^w s WQ        5.33 
The thiokness of the crystal, d, is used here as the con- 
ductor spacing and the width of the conductor, W, is taken 
as small as possible (the crystal length, 1). In reality 
the conductors are spaced somewhat farther apart and they 
are wider than the crystal length. Also |"|Q is the free 
space impedance since the inside of the conductor is air 
filled. If the equivalent inductance is defined as«? , 
then the normalized input impedanoe is 
Zin/Z0 = J*//2 = jA> 0Zo 5.3k 
o 
where at resonance the inductive impedanoe equals the cap- 
aoitive impedance. Using equation 5*33 and 5.3k in 5*32 
the transformation distance x can be found from 
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x - I tan"1   (2cojaCZo/((a>iaCZ0)2 - 1)) 5-35 
The transformation length la thus 11.9 mm. For the crystals 
to resonate at k GHz, they must be spaoed by 11.9 m. 
One distinct advantage of this modulator in addition 
to modulating two beams at the same frequency is that the 
top and bottom conductors are not shorted as in the radial 
transmission line resonator. Therefore the conductor, 
which is not connected to the aluminum housing, may be 
connected to a D.C. supply for biasing purposes* The 
second bias crystal is thereby eliminated. Two of these 
modulators were built, one of which makes use of the two 
crystals for demodulation and one which uses only one of 
the crystals for modulation. The demodulation cavity 
requires two independent supplies since each crystal must 
be properly biased. The electrically floating conductor 
was therefore cut in two and a dielectric inserted to form 
a D.C. blocking capaoitor as shown in Figure 5*9. 
The fourth generation modulator is actually another 
strip line resonator which uses silver* rather than alum- 
inum. This was done because silver has a higher conduct- 
ivity and should therefore couple more power into the crys- 
tals for modulation. This is made evident when the char- 
acteristics of the modulators are compared. It also should 
be noted that the surfaces of the silver stripline which 
make contact to the crystal have been finely polished for 
5k 
to W. supply +* 
y~ 
"V_ 
I 
^r n 
shorted to 
WlWTi TIM*** 
housing 
~^»to EC supply 
dielectric 
Fig* 5-91 D.C bias scheme for demodulation cavity. 
maximum contact between crystal and conductor. This 
insures that no air gap can form a series capacitance with 
the crystal thereby lowering the overall field strength 
in the crystal. This also helps to suppress piezoelectric 
resonances which might otherwise occur. 
A more complete understanding of the fields in this 
modulator may come about by considering the quality factor 
of the silver stripline modulator. The quality factor is 
a ratio of stored energy to the energy dissipated times 
the radian frequency. Energy flows in the direction of 
Poyntings vector, ExH, which in this case is always from 
the center of the resonator out toward the crystals. It 
may be dissipated in the conductor due to the skin effect 
or in the crystals as heat. Energy may also be stored in 
the crystals due to their capacitance. The power dissip- 
ated in the crystals is given by 
20 
p0 » h a |v| 5.36 
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Where the dielectric lose is 
or 
C7a=s
~m*o6r£,,/6:, 5*37 
for which the conductance can be written 
0= CT-dA/d = cum^0<fr^ttlw/€id 5#38 
or 
Ot = c^mC €'*/€' 5.39 
Therefore 
The power dissipated in the silver conductor is given by 
ps = * Rs W(2L) I J I2 /w2 ^-^1 
where R   is the surface resistivity and 
U|2 = |v|2 (^c)2 S.kz 
Therefore 
The energy stored in the capacitance of the crystal is 
w8t = C|V|2 /2 5.1*4 
The quality factor is then 
* 
=
 ~m 
Wst ' <Pc + Ps> 5^5 
which using equations 5,hO,  5*43 a**d 5»kk reduces to 
Q=1/(e"/£'+2RgLwndoepl^)      5.1*6 
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From Figure 5-8 » however, W was chosen to be 1.25 1» 
therefore 
Q»1/( «■•/€• + 2R8I»wn^0^p/1-25)    5.kl 
For the silver atripline the resistivity R. is equal to 
2,2 x 10  at k GHz and L is approximately 6 mm. Inserting 
these numbers into equation k»k7  gives a quality factor of 
lj.72. By inspection, the above equation is independent of 
the crystal length, 1. The quality factor is therefore of 
no consequence as far as transit time effect* as was 
assumed. The actual measured quality factor of this reson- 
ator is approximately 200. 
In summary, transit time considerations have indicated 
that the best crystal length for marl mum phase shift is 
12.75 ram* Other considerations, however, have lead to use 
of a smaller crystal of 2j..2 mm. which reduces the phase 
shift to 70 percent of that obtainable using a crystal of 
12.75 mm. Also, designs of microwave resonant cavities 
have been presented, one of which is capable of modulating 
a single crystal in a radial transmission line resonator. 
The other designs modulate two crystals using either a 
high Q dielectric or a atripline arrangement. A compari- 
son of these modulators will be made when the modulation 
measurements for each cavity are presented. 
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VI METHOD OF MEASURBMEHT OF THE MODULATIOH 
The optimum microwave resonant cavity shows the larg- 
est phase shift for the smallest power imput. Unfortunate- 
ly calibrated photodetectors capable of responding to k GHz 
modulation are very expensive. Use of a conventional 
phot omul tiplier tube is possible with some ingenuity. 
Measurement of the modulation index can be based on the 
fact that the average light power depends on modulation 
depth. A theory is outlined now. 
The photomultiplier tube acts like an integrator at 
microwave frequencies. The output of the tube is therefore 
the average of the light incident on the photocathode. 
This averaging can be treated mathematically by considering 
the transmission factor, 3. The photomultiplier receives 
an average incident power 
NT = 1 /T S dt 6.1 L
  T 'o 
where T is the period of the modulating field. Using 
trigonometric identities to expand and to simplify the 
transmission factor, the average power can be shown to be 
NL = ^[l-cos(r) I  /T cos( rm  sin co^t) dt +     ^ 
T sin(T) 1 F    sin(/"* sin w t) dt l    6.2 
5? 'o * 
The first integral is identically the Bessel function JQ 
( /"_). The other integral is zero since the sine is an 
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odd function. Therefore, the average inoldent power re- 
ceived by the photomultiplier tube is 
HL * %(1-cos(/*) J0(rm) ) 6.3 
This normalised photomultiplier tube output is plotted in 
Figure 6-1 versus the constant bias phase shift, / for 
time varying phase shift magnitude of /"* « 0 and /"* ■ 
1 radian. When no modulation is applied (fZ « 0), H. is 
defined as 
H^/^ » 0) a hi 1 - cos/5) 6.1^ 
If microwave power is now supplied to the resonator pro- 
ducing a phase shift /"* = 1 radian* the detector output 
becomes NL(fZ = 1) • By pulsing the microwave power the 
detector output switches between the two curves and a 
square wave appears on the oscilloscope output. Note that 
the largest square wave results for biasing of xero or v 
while no square wave is obtained for a bias of "^72*    The 
height of the square wave is simply the difference in the 
detector output between modulation and no modulation defin- 
ed as 
AHL = NL - \if^ » 0) 6.5 
or 
AHL » h  oosCD (1 - JQiQ  ) 6.6 
A ratio of the change in inoldent power to the inoident 
power with no modulation is 
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J 4* 
(^N) «Z8MO({ Q-uepjoui edeaaAy 
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eos(P)  (1 - JQ(/C) ) 6.7 
^ -  IWoUy'-1)'2! 6.» 
1 - COS 
If the crystal is now biased at & 
AN, i 
Therefore,  by determining AN^/H* from the detector output 
an indication of the magnitude of the time varying phase 
shift is obtainable. 
The height of the square wave or the amount of the 
phase shift, f*,  is a function of the power coupled into 
the cavity. It is necessary, therefore, to measure the 
phase shift for different power inputs. This experimental 
set-up is blocked out in Figure 6-2. Note that the output 
polarizer has its transmission axis at 90 degrees to the 
direction of polarization of the polarized laser as dis- 
cussed in section three ..The focusing lens is used to insure 
that the laser passes entirely through the crystal accord- 
ing to the Gaussian beam formula discussed in section four. 
Rather than speak of the phase shift, /"^, it is more 
appropriate to define a modulation index,y*,-for which 
unity represents maximum phase shift and 100% modulation* 
Considering the transmission faotor 
3 - sin2(/>2 + r/2    siB<*t) 6-9 
m      ' n 
For a constant bias of If/2, trigonometric identities can be 
used to simplify 3 to 
3 « h (1  + ain(/*  since t)  ) 6.10 mm 
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If ri  is email, the power aeries expansion of the sine can 
be used to obtain a seoond order approximation suoh that 
sin(r; sin* t) a C sin a/ t - ft?  sin3ai t 
m n n D        ™TT si 
* 6.11 
Using an equivalent trigonometric identity for sine cubed, 
equation 6*11  can be written as 
sincr* sin6/t)=/7 «in «.* -  £?*** «.t4,/*3"in 3**t in    in   in    in   'in    in »a     si 
"3      2g       6.12 
The last term can be ignored since theumodulating fre- 
quency of interest is OJ   and not 3aL.    Equation 6.12 
becomes 
3 » h  (1 + (/£ -/£3/«) «in <*4,t) °*13 
The transmission factor is now in the form of the amplitude 
21 of a linoar modulated carrier given by 
X0(t) = Ad<J(1 V<nn(t)) 6.11* 
If the amplitude of the incident light is taken as unity* 
Adc is simply the DjCl component of the modulated carrier. 
The normalized modulating signal is nL(t) andy^cis the 
modulation index. Equating 6.13 and 6.U4. the modulation 
index is 
s* - rm - tf/» 6.15 
which hold only for a constant phase bias of #72. Note 
also that this is a second order approximation and is not 
to be taken as an exact result for a large £. The modula- 
tion index is defined as the absolute value of the ■fniimim 
signal amplitude divided by the DC. component A. . For a 
ao 
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constant phase bias of 7r/2,  A. la equal to the average 
transmitted intensity or one-half. The absolute value of 
the minimum signal amplitude is (/_ ~ /I/&)/2,    The peak 
S* 
<M   50 
CAJ 
Sx 
Pig. 6-3: Illustration of Modulation Index; 
a. General definition; b. Modula- 
tion Index equals one 
€4 
to peak value of the aignal is thus s< • The modulation 
index ia therefore the maximum minus the minimum trans- 
mitted intensity as illustrated in Figure 6-3. 
The measured modulation index can be compared to a 
theoretical modulation index using equation 3*75 in equa- 
tion 6.15* For convenience, equation 3.75 is 
/£ = «0(»93 r33-n03r13>Vn/2cd 
where the transit time faotor is now included* Also, from 
equation 5*13 
Therefore, 
£ ^ft'cd <ne3*33 - a03*l3*V67Stf VP"  6.16 
The phase shift. /~1,  is thus proportional to the square 
root of the power. The remaining faotors are all constant 
with the exception of the quality faotor Q which must be 
determined for the particular resonator in question. The 
quality factor of the radial transmission line resonator is 
150. Therefore, 
/^ = .9ltf\/F 6.17 
in radians. This equation may be used to plot a theoreti- 
cal modulation index versus power in Figure 6-lj.. 
The theoretical modulation index for the silver strip- 
line resonator is also shown in Figure 6-I4-. The quality 
factor for this resonator is 200. In addition, the power 
coupled into this resonator is equally shared by the two 
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Fig« 6-U- Theoretical Modulation Index versus 
Power; ^f1 - Radial Transmission Line; 
/£ - Silver Stripline 
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crystals. Thus the expected phase shift per crystal should 
be only one-half of that indicated by equation 6.16. 
Therefore 
/m2 = .5MVF" 6.1tt 
and can be used to plot the modulation index. Since the 
resonator can modulate two beams, the total phase shift 
obtained is twice that shown by equation 6.16. The silver 
stripline resonator should, therefore, work slightly more 
efficiently than the radial transmission line resonator* 
In summary, an inexpensive method of measurement of 
the phase shift at k  OH has been demonstrated. This phase 
shift is measured indirectly using a photomultiplier tube 
output and can be used to define a modulation index as in 
conventional AM systems. This index is valid for small 
phase shifts and for constant biasing of 7772. In addition, 
a theoretical modulation index was graphed and will be com- 
pared to the measured values in the following section. 
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VI RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
A comparison of all four resonators can be made by 
examining the modulation index as a function of the power 
coupled into the cavity. Plots of these characteristics 
are presented in Figure ?-1• Although theoretical curves 
have been plotted in section five for the radial trans- 
mission line and the silver stripline resonators only, the 
experimental results obtained for the remaining two resonators 
can be compared to the latter. It should be noted again 
that while the modulation index is valid only for biasing 
of 7772, measurements have been taken while biased at 
zero and V  as discussed in section five. 
Figure 6-1 shows that the radial transmission line 
resonator achieved the best modulation index for a given 
power input to the cavity.  Comparison with Figure 6-If 
shows that agreement between experimental results and 
theoretical predictions is excellent. In addition, Kaminow 
reports a modulation index of h)\  percent at 180 mW of input 
power. At 180 mW this radial transmission line resonator 
exhibits a 37 percent modulation index. It should be noted, 
however, that Kaminow*s crystal was one-half the size of 
those used here. Thus, if everything else is considered 
equal, Kaminow1s resonator should show a modulation index 
roughly twice that of this resonator since the phase shift 
is inversely proportional to the thickness of the crystal. 
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Fig. 7"1: Experimental Modulation Index versus 
Power; y+c +   - Radial Transmission Line; 
>-% - Silver Stripline;.^- - Aluminum 
Stripline;^^ i - Dielectric Resonator 
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/ The three double crystal resonators cannot be directly 
compared with the radial transmission line resonator in 
Figure 7-1 • It should be remembered that for the double 
crystal resonators, the power plotted actually modulates 
two crystals* The experimental modulation index of the 
silver strlpline resonator does show excellent agreement 
with the theoretical index as plotted in Figure 6-I4.. The 
lower index of the aluminum strlpline resonator in compar- 
ison with the silver strlpline seems to indicate that less 
of the modulating power is lost in the silver due to the 
higher conductivity of the silver. The poor results of the 
dielectric resonator, however, are somewhat more difficult 
to explain. The quality factor of this resonator is rough- 
ly ten times greater than that of the silver strlpline 
resonator. From equation 6.18 this indicates that the mod- 
ulation characteristics of this resonator should be more 
than three times better than those of the silver strlpline. 
Evidently, the electric fields circulating in the dieleo- 
trio are so large that most of the potential develops 
across the dielectric, diverting power from the crystals* 
As with any electrical device, some time is needed to 
warm up to operating conditions. During the warm up time 
of the resonators, the resonant frequency and the bias 
point tended to shift. The strlpline resonators stabilsed 
after some short period of time. The dielectric resonator* 
however, did not seem to reach a state of steady operation* 
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making measurement a difficult. This was duo presumably, 
to the large quality factor of this resonator. 
While results comparable to those obtained in other 
2 
experiments were achieved using the radial transmission 
line resonator, the silver atripline resonator shows an 
excellent depth of modulation for a given power input, 
considering that two crystals are modulated at once* This 
seems to provide an excellent solution to demodulating two 
beams at the same frequency. However, when only one beam 
is to be modulated or demodulated and therefore only one 
optical crystal is U3ed, the radial transmission line 
resonator makes more efficient Use of the input power. 
Thus, the radial transmission line should be used if the 
DC biasing can be designed using the modulating crystal 
only. In addition, thinner crystals will increase the 
depth of modulation. 
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APPENDIX 
2 
Transit Time Factor of I. P. Kaminow 
Referring to Figure 5-1, if the light in some small 
segment of the crystal, dx, entered the crystal at E=-1/2 
and time, t, the position of this light can be found some 
time later as 
z(t«) -  c(t« - t)/n A.1 
The modulating field can be thought of as traveling with 
the light given by 
Ejjlt*. z(t»)) = ^ cosCc^t* - k^z) A.2 
Substituting equation A.1 into A.2 
Eo(t«, z(t»)) = E COS(OJ (1-c/nv )t»+*J ct/nv )    A.3 n m    m     m    m    m 
instead of traveling to the right, the field might also 
be considered traveling to the left as 
E,.lt», z(t»)) = Eco8K(1+c/nvM)t» -a^ct/nO  A.I*, jj ro    m      m      m    m 
If the crystal is so long for a certain modulating frequen- 
cy, as to fit some multiple of 2 tf* wavelengths inside the 
crystal length, 1, one should then choose the center of the 
crystal as a center of symmetry. Two waves can now be con- 
sidered as launched from the center of the crystal, one to 
the left and one to the right. The crystal is modeled in 
Figure A-1. 
Letting the transit time of light in the crystal be 
defined as T^ = l/vL where vL is the velocity of light in 
7k 
t-5/2 t^J/2 
Incident 
LighE 
Z=H/2 1=0 1=1/2 
Fig.  A-1:    Transit Tine Model 
the crystal c/n,  the time varying shift is 
/ss
 2cd<ne r33"no r13)VmvL    1 cos^d-c/nvjt •+ 
u>   ct ft 
=5—)dt»  +    / cos(o> (l+c/nOt'-a^ct/nOdt*    A. 5 
nvm -4-^/2 m m m ID 
2cd 8
    "    °    
13
    " 
Ll «fc(1-*r.)  
sin«t-sin(^ t-«/ri(1+o/nv )/2) 
+ ID ID        ID   a ID 
wmii+e/tavnj I A.6 
If the segment of the light under consideration entered 
the crystal at t = 0,then 
Sc3  J-l 4^r„(1 -o/nvJ/3   + m* 
75 
sin( «"m^( 1 +c/nvm) /2) i 
^0rd(l+c/nvn)/2 J A.7 
The transit time factor defined as,ft ,  is therefore 
I      ^m7d(i-c/nvm)/2 a^lWnvJ/U JA« 8 
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